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2016 WEEK 15

UPCOMING EVENTS

PhD Defence Bart Bruin - 21 april
Bart Bruin will defend his dissertation titled "Learning to manage and control interfirm relationships" on 21 april at 13:45 in the Aula. For more information please click here.

NEWS

Anna Gold appointed Professor of Auditing
Anna Gold from the department of Accounting has been appointed Professor of Auditing on April 1, 2016. Anna has been working at FEWEB as associate professor since 2011. Her previous affiliations are with RSM at Erasmus University (2005-2011) and the University of Amsterdam (2004-2005).

Anna's research interests are in the judgment and

Her recent work focuses on how auditors and audit firms handle errors and whether varying the error management climate affects auditors’ error reporting willingness and audit firm learning.

Anna’s work utilizes primarily experimental but also archival and qualitative research methods and her publications have appeared in a number of prestigious journals such as The Accounting Review, Accounting
decision-making area, primarily applied to the field of Auditing. Her research has focused on the impact of regulatory changes (e.g., the introduction of a requirement to consult about fraud, the recently implemented audit firm rotation, and auditor reporting standard changes) on judgments and decisions of auditors and financial statement users.

Anna Gold

Horizons, Journal of Business Ethics, and International Journal of Auditing. Anna has excellent connections with the Dutch audit professional body and audit firms in the Netherlands, which have allowed her access to participants for experiments and interviews in the past.

The audit profession is confronted with increasing regulation along with an emerging call for change of corporate culture. Anna’s long-term research ambition is to further develop knowledge about the interrelationships between regulation, culture and audit quality, employing behavioural research.

In her new position, Anna will strengthen audit research in ARCA (Amsterdam Research Center in Accounting) and auditing teaching in bachelor, master, PhD and postgraduate program.
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